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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Networks have dramatically changed our daily life and infiltrated all aspects of human society. At the same time when we enjoy the convenience and benefits brought by the networks, we also suffer from a great amount of intelligent attacks and malicious intrusions. As a fundamental procedure of network security measurement, network data collection executes real time network monitoring, supports network performance evaluation, assists network billing, and helps traffic testing and filtering. Thus, it plays a crucial and essential role for dealing with network intrusion detection and unwanted traffic control. But an adaptive and effective data collection mechanism that can be pervasively applied into heterogeneous networks is still lacked. The literature we have husted rarely comments and compares the performance of existing data collection mechanisms. In this paper, we conduct a survey on existing data collection methods, mechanisms and architectures. According to a number of proposed assessment criteria, we evaluate the performance of existing data collection mechanisms and summarize their characteristics. Furthermore, we figure out some open issues based our investigation and forecast future research directions.

1. Introduction

Networks have dramatically changed our daily life and infiltrated all aspects of human society. Every day, we use a wide variety of network services and applications, which produces a huge amount of network data. Although most of the data generated in the networks are meaningless to us, a part of them contain useful and sensitive information that should be well collected, protected and managed.

On the other hand, at the same time when we enjoy the convenience and benefits brought by the networks, we also suffer from a great amount of intelligent attacks and malicious intrusions. Various security threats are caused by different types of attacks, e.g., Denies of Service (DoS), Distributed Denies of Service (DDoS), viruses, wormhole, and password guessing or stealing attacks. For detecting these attacks, some network data should be collected in order to figure out network vulnerabilities. According to the vulnerabilities, network administrators can take corresponding actions, recover network functions, predict future network threats and enhance network security and robustness.

Network data collection can greatly help network attack detection and assist network administration. Through real-time monitoring, testing, configuring, controlling and evaluating based on network data, network administrators are able to obtain network system performance, evaluate Quality of Service (QoS) and find out network fault points. For Internet Service Providers (ISPs), network data plays the basis of traffic accounting. Statistical volume information of traffic impacts the policy of ISPs.

With the acceleration of the 5G technologies and the promotion of the Internet of things (IoT) services, large scale and high-speed networks become the focus of current research and development. In order to collect and analyze network data effectively, researchers and operators proposed a lot of systems and applications. Though numerous surveys of network traffic analysis were published, there are few investigations on network data collection (Liu et al., 2018; He et al., 2018). This survey focuses on network data collection to make up for this missing study.

For specific network scenarios and specific collection purposes, the requirements of network data are different. Thus, in the process of network data collection, it is not necessary to collect all available data from the networks (Jin et al., 2018). Since data collectors are required to collect useful information, useless and meaningless information should be dropped. Redundant information should be fused. Then the reserved data can be aggregated to generate useful features, which serve as the basis for attack identification, intrusion detection, and furthermore network security measurement.

Regarding network data collection for security measurement, some important types of data should be normally collected. Network packet is still the most common data format in current network environments. Thus, network packets are usually considered as the main objectives.
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that should be investigated in the field of network data collection. But,
existing approaches of packet data collection usually suffer from packet
loss, especially when coming across overwhelming traffic (Morarui
and Stiller, 2008). And for high-speed lines, existing approaches are usu-
ally becoming useless because of substandard capability. Flow is a group
of packets with same features. Commonly, the five-tuple features, in-
cluding source and destination Internet Protocol (IP) addresses, source
and destination ports, protocol types, are the features of the packets. A
flow-based data collection mechanism, as an alternative of a packet-
based mechanism, screens the flow rather than all packets (Lee et al.,
2014; Kundu et al., 2009). The flow-based data collection mechanism
reduces the tasks in packet analysis and performs much better than the
packet-based mechanism in gigabit networks. However, it lacks fraction
fidelity because of packet and flow filtering. Log file is a data storage
form widely distributed in network devices. As one of the ways in data
inspect, log analysis utilizes abundant log resources, such as system
logs, device logs and Web logs, to extract and parse valuable informa-
 tion. However, it is troublesome to implement log analysis because log
files are always with huge data quantity, low information density and
disordered formats (Oliver et al., 2011). In the literature, there are
various kinds of other data formats and collection mechanisms
(Morarui and Stiller, 2008; Oliver et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2014; Kundu
et al., 2009), with different pros and cons. Due to the importance of
network data collection, it is essential to review the state-of-the-art in
order to summarize its current advance and figure out open issues for
future investigation.

There are a number of existing surveys about network data collection
mechanisms researched and deployed in network architectures. For
instance, Sperotto et al. made a survey about IP flow data collection
mechanisms (Sperotto et al., 2010). Xu et al. (2016) compared and
analyzed collection mechanisms regarding Deep Packet Inspection
(DPI). Other surveys focus on investigating data collection mechanisms
(Davis and Clark, 2011; Moinzadeh and Konate, 2014; Gallado et al.,
2009; Lin et al., 2018) with limited research scopes, so that researchers
and practitioners are hard to find a mechanism to satisfy their working
purposes. The literature still lacks a thorough survey on network data
collection that summarizes previous results by evaluating their perfor-
man ce with uniform criteria in order to instruct future research.

In this survey, we made a comprehensive review on network data
collection mechanisms. We first introduce the types of data carriers for
data collection. Then, we propose a number of criteria for evaluating
the performance of different data collection mechanisms. By employing
the proposed criteria, we review the current state-of-art in order to
summarize current advance, find open issues and direct future research.
Specifically, the contributions of our paper can be summarized as
below:

1. We propose a series of criteria to evaluate current network data
collection mechanisms.
2. We thoroughly review existing network data collection mechanisms
and analyze their advantages and disadvantages by employing the
proposed criteria as an evaluation measure.
3. We figure out a number of open issues and indicate several pro-
mising directions to instruct future research.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
relevant knowledge of network data formats and data collection. Sec-
tion 3 proposes and justifies the evaluation criteria of data collection.
Section 4 provides a classification of different data collection mechan-
isms, followed by a review on the current state-of-art by employing
the criteria as an evaluation measure in Section 5. Then we figure out open
research issues and propose future research directions in Section 6.
Finally, a conclusion is drawn in the last section.

2. Overview of data carriers and data collection

This section briefly introduces the carriers of network data. They are
significant for data collection mechanisms. Packets, flows, logs are
widely used in mainstream data collection mechanisms. Besides, some
network components, such as the controllers of Software Defined
Network (SDN) implement and assist data collection. The data collec-
tion mechanisms monitor data flow locally and record available in-
formation for network quality measurement, traffic estimation and at-
tack prevention. In what follows, we will briefly introduce three basic
types of network data collection methods.

2.1. Packet based data collection

Packet is a very significant data carrier in the networks based on the
TCP/IP protocol. In a packet exchanging network, effective information
is divided and encoded into packets. A source node sends packets that
include source and destination addresses to a destination node. When
the destination acquires the packets, decoding and aggregation are
executed to get expected data.

The packet has various formats according to the types of networking
protocols. The packet commonly consists of two parts: packet header
and its payload. The header plays the role to guide the packet to trans-
mit in a network and mark the source information of the packet. In
many data collection methods, the header becomes important to iden-
tify and filter packets. For example, some header-based methods (Davis
and Clark, 2011; Kim and Reddy, 2008) classify the packets into mul-
tiple flows according to their IP addresses, ports and protocols con-
tained in the header. The payload contains the data exchanged between
communicating parties, though some of them could be encrypted.

Packet capturing is a traditional method for information acquisition
in network management. It is also the most commonly used scheme
(Qadeer et al., 2010; Picara et al., 2008; Morarui and Stiller, 2008; An
and Liu, 2016; Antichi et al., 2012) to accomplish the goal of network
data collection. A libpcap function library provides the capability to
collect all the contents of a packet flow. Nevertheless, with the wide
network access from mobile devices and the popularity of cloud ser-
dvices, high-speed and large-scale network systems become common.
The volume of network will overwhelm packet capturers. Though some
improved mechanisms were presented, there is still a dilemma with
regards to packet capturing. It is therefore essential to consider alter-
atives to packet capturing mechanisms. Some existing researches
(Zhao et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2009; Kamiyama and Mori, 2006; Ji
et al., 2009) abandon the idea to capture all packets, but to adopt
packet sampling mechanisms. Simple sampling and stratified sampling
are two instances of them. The simple sampling mechanism randomly
extracts packets from all the traffic, while stratified sampling classifies
the packets and drops some packets according to groups. Moreover,
some other sampling mechanisms were also proposed to suit for real-
time traffic data collection.

2.2. Flow based data collection

Network flow collection is another important way for network data
collection. Flow is a set of packets with the same characteristics pass-
ing through a specific observation point over a period of time. Network
flow monitoring can occur at every location of the network. But net-
work core devices are the most effective nodes to be monitored and
controlled since these devices can obtain important data about cyber
threats and attacks. Therefore, flow collection at network core devices
is the most prevalent data collection mechanism currently. Flow col-
collection also exists in network edge nodes and hosts. Contrary to core
devices, hosts only monitor the flows pass through the hosts and collect
the flow records accordingly. In edge nodes and gateways, network
flows of inside switches and hosts are monitored. By applying the
monitoring and collection mechanisms, inbound and outbound flow
streams in a Local Area Network (LAN) can be recorded and further used for network quality measurement and evaluation. Especially, this data collection mechanism is effective to monitor the flow of distributed terminals, such as hosts in a cloud data storage system (Mann et al., 2013).

The most common mechanisms of flow detection are based on five tuples including source and destination IP addresses, source and destination ports, and protocol types. NetFlow (Hofstede et al., 2013; Elsen et al., 2015) is one of the main protocols to implement five-tuple flow data collection mechanisms. The protocol handles the first packet of a kind of flows and generates corresponding caches. When another packet comes into the collector, its policies such as access control are inherited from previous packets in the same flow. The NetFlow mechanism simply concerns packet headers, but it does not consider packet payloads.

However, flow is not only defined as a 5-tuple flow. An ingress and egress filtering mechanism is another mechanism to collect and monitor flow data. Distinct from 5-tuple flows, ingress and egress filtering mechanisms focus on the whole packet headers. The mechanisms are usually deployed in edge nodes and extract features adequately from packet headers. And then these packets can be classified into diverse flows according to the features. Meanwhile, Deep Flow Inspection (DFI) technology provides an effective accomplishment. It is based on flow behaviors to classify flows. The data collection mechanisms based on flow detection show advance in high-speed networks. However, information integrity is influenced by flow filtering.

Although traditional networks are widespread, their architectures bundle control plane and data plane together. Each device has both the capabilities of data forwarding and logic control. Besides, network configurations are customized by its vendors based on underlying network requirements. When the network configurations need to be updated or revised, a network operator has to change each individual node’s configurations with specific commands (Kreutz et al., 2015). This situation could become even worse if there are several device vendors with different unique configuration commands. Software Defined Network (SDN) is an emerging paradigm proposed to optimize the complex structures of traditional networks. As show in Fig. 1, the SDN architecture comprises of three planes: data plane, control plane and application plane (Yao and Yan, 2016; Rian et al., 2016). It implements network architecture by separating the functions of controlling and forwarding. When a networking strategy is defined in the application plane, the control plane enforces the strategy and the data plane implements it by executing corresponding forwarding and dropping actions of network traffic.

OpenFlow is the most notable protocol and Application Programming Interface (API) to connect the control plane and the data plane in SDN. The concept of flow in an OpenFlow architecture refers to a series of flow tables. Every flow table is a group of table entries to define the operations on the packets received. All of packet actions, such as packet forwarding, dropping, matching and classification are directly executed in the data plane. The control plane manages the underlying data planes with specific messages. These messages are sent not only from the controller to the data plane, but also from the data plane to the controller. For example, when the controller wants to modify one of the flow tables, a modify-state message is sent to the OpenFlow switch. Then the switch responses the command and modifies the corresponding tables accordingly. If some special requirements are executed or some errors occur, messages will be fed back to the controller. According to the structure of the SDN, it is not a challenge to collect data in this network. In SDN, each flow entry in the flow table specifies a rule. Hence, it can arbitrarily achieve complex linear policies when there are sufficient flow entries. When a packet is captured, it is classified into a group according to matched rules in the data plane (Yan et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2016). The group is also called flow and the SDN-based data collection is also a type of flow-based data collection. Yao and Yan studied using trusted computing technology to collect trusted data at the data plane for trust management on the applications in the application plane and for selecting trustworthy flow control policies (Yao and Yan, 2018). However, researchers have not contented with a generic data collection mechanism in SDN networks.

---

**Fig. 1. SDN architecture.**
2.3. Log based data collection

Log file is a data format widely used in a recording system for network events. The log can be comprised of event log and message log. The event log records user traces, event status and diagnosis failures if necessary. When a service is turned on, its log file is therewith created. Due to user privacy concern, the message logs including Internet Relay Chat (IRC), Instant Messaging (IM), etc., are generally encrypted by service providers. The event logs are commonly used for data collection. According to the sources of logs, they are comprised of operating system logs, Web logs and equipment logs. Log files have no standard formats. And counting how many types of log files in each class is too hard to be drawn up. However, there are some generic features of logs. For example, while a routine is running, each line of the log writes down the information to record, the date, the exact time, the operator and the action in appropriate places.

Log detection is another mechanism applicable for data collection. Contrary to other collection mechanisms, the log files mostly have stored in persistent storages. However, the log files usually occupy a large memory, has low information density and applies complex file formats. Thus, it is hard to handle log files manually and extract valid features from each independent log. To solve these tricky problems, automatic and adaptive solutions are proposed in previous work (Yan et al., 2012; Qiu et al., 2010; Shi et al., 2012; Moh et al., 2016; Asselin et al., 2016). When collectors have probed real-time logs from probes or acquired files from storages, filtering components parse the contents of logs to extract essential features. LogParser (Yan et al., 2012) is a simple log processing tool to accomplish an ordinary log analysis task of several log files. The most common approaches in these processes are pattern matching and machine learning methodologies.

SDN log, especially controller log, is better-organized than the logs in other networks. Thus, log-based data collection mechanisms are proposed in SDN. Meanwhile, management related data and statistical data generated and aggregated at the control plane can also be collected. Similar to Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) mechanisms in the Internet, the log based data collection suits for SDN to detect protocol features. Log collectors filter useless data and aggregate features from raw logs probed from the interfaces in SDN.

3. Evaluation criteria

In this section, we will propose a series of criteria and explain their necessity for achieving network data collection with high quality. We aim to employ these criteria to set up a common measure for comparing different data collection mechanisms.

3.1. System performance

3.1.1. Instantaneity (IN)

For almost all data collection mechanisms, collection instantaneity is a critical factor that should be ensured. It is the most direct standard to reflect data collection performance. When a mechanism is deployed in a Low-Speed (LS) network, the data collection process could be immune from resource occupation, such as CPU load and consumed storage. The mechanism can mostly perform well in such an operating environment in theory. But for a High-Speed (HS) and high-load network, an inefficient mechanism is lethal for data collection. It could lead to intolerable information loss, which impacts the accuracy of sequential data analysis and processing.

3.1.2. Effectiveness (EF)

In a large-scale and high-speed network, effective and accurate data collection increases the volume of data and optimizes data for further analysis. Otherwise, false-positive data could mislead the process of data collection, which makes prior expert knowledge incredible. Because aggressive and harmful attacks could reach internal networks, node compromise and performance abnormality are prone to be brought out. As a result, internal attacks tend to negatively impact network data collection through wrong information provision by compromised nodes. On the other hand, false-negative data could be discarded hence information integrity cannot be ensured. In the case of using the data provided by network users, such a situation becomes equally serious. More importantly, misjudgment of some critical data could cause big loss of users.

3.1.3. Scalability (SC)

Scalability requires that the data collection mechanism should suit the evolution of networks. With the development of network and communication technologies, more and more types of devices and networks connect to the Internet and share network resources. We cannot just propose a mechanism that suits for current network environments. With the increase of network devices, network data collection should support the change of network scale. The scalability of network data collection becomes an important criterion to evaluate the performance of network data collection. Generally, a scalable collection mechanism usually provides reliable external interfaces to bottleneck components for supporting high capability. However, this capability is not unlimited. It is limited to inherent defects of networks, such as bandwidth.

3.1.4. Expense (EX)

The expense of network data collection is also an important factor that should be considered in terms of data collection performance. Investigators and operators are prone to develop an effective and low-cost system for data collection. In a large-scale data collection process, each extra component in an individual thread could cause big redundancy. Typically, the expense of data collection consists of development expense and maintenance cost. Accordingly, a data collection mechanism should be well designed by paying attention to the costs of development and maintenance. Deployment difficulty and applying expensive equipment in data collection increase the expense. Trade-off should be made in order to solve this dilemma. Maintenance Expense (ME) heavily depends on update cycle and error probability. For example, a pattern matching method based on expert knowledge needs to update and revise the knowledge frequently for achieving high accuracy, which causes high maintenance expense. However, a precise and adaptive mechanism may decrease such cost due to the need of little maintenance.

3.1.5. Network performance (NP)

Obviously, network performance is of great significance for both network users and network management. Bad performance affects the efficiency of networking and may make some services unavailable. Generally, data collection mechanisms affect network performance in following ways:

1. They could cause Invasive Traffic (IT).
2. They could use Extra Transmission (ET) paths.

With redundant interventions of network devices and extra traffic caused by data collection, network performance is prone to be worsened. Every time an operator sends testing traffic, network load is increased. Especially in large-scale data collection, a lot of routines perhaps overwhelm the intervened network. Thus, a complete non-invasive data collection mechanism is considered as ideal since it does not affect the network performance although it is hard to achieve it. Data collection mechanisms could increase the length of transmission paths between communication nodes. Besides, extra nodes set for data collection may become the bottleneck of the network. As a result, we draw two sub-criteria, non-invasive traffic and no extra network topology, for performing progressive evaluation on the performance of a data collection mechanism.
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worsen data collection performance. Thus, we should take availability into consideration when we discuss the performance of a data collection mechanism.

3.2.4. Traceability (TR)

Traceability refers to the capability that a network node can identify the source of invaders when malicious traffic is discovered. It is a necessary requirement for a robust system. In the process of data collection for intrusion detection, a system with traceability usually performs more accurately than other systems. Furthermore, with the improvement of a network legal system, network operators should be accountable for their own network behaviors. Network tracing is a very practical measure to supervise network behaviors.

3.2.5. Authenticity (AU)

Authenticity ensures that the collected data is the real data sourced from networks. There are many intruders that forge traffic at different network locations. It is also possible that the collectors can be compromised. The forged network data or the data provided by the compromised collectors badly influence the accuracy of data analytics, e.g., for detecting an attack. This criterion requires the data collection mechanism can identify forged and abnormal data during collection.

4. Network data collection

In this section, we will singly review the state-of-art of the network data collection mechanisms proposed in recent twelve years. We refer to papers about network data collection or attack detection from the following databases: ACM digital library, Spring digital library, IEEE digital library and Elsevier ScienceDirect. We commented reviewed mechanisms by employing the criteria proposed in Section 3. A summary of their performance is provided in Tables 2–4.

4.1. Packet-based data collection

Network packet, which is significant in the TCP/IP protocol, carries great amount of information. In daily network management processes, packets are widely used in the fields of fault correction, configuration control, performance management, security monitoring and billing recording. Normally, monitored data in packets contain the contents as described below (Zeng and Wang, 2009):

1. Static information: hardware and software parameters, users and administrators, registration information, etc.
2. Dynamic information: CPU consumption and memory usage, interface traffic, etc.
3. Network service information: network protocols such as HTTP, FTP, TCP and some defined network functions such as DNS, SQL requests and responses.
4. Network performance information: packet loss, time delay, bandwidth consumption, etc.

Generally, some convenient network packet capture tools are chosen for data collection and further analysis. WireShark (Das and Tuna, 2017) and TCPdump (Therdhipiyakul and Piriosmpa, 2013) are two classic applications of them. They rely on libpcap library and Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF). Furthermore, some Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS), such as Snort and Bro similarly collect data by packet capturing based on libpcap and BPF for detecting malicious traffic and further processing. WireShark and TCPdump tools are passive software-based packet capturing mechanisms.

There are diverse approaches to capture packets, which can be classified as active data collection methods and passive collection methods. The active data collection approaches often inject test data into traffic and waits for responses to achieve the purpose of network quality measurement, while the passive data collection mechanisms...
usually monitor network traffic with monitoring tools either software or hardware. Most existing approaches deploy appliances in networks, which could affect original traffic.

### 4.1.1. Active packet probe mechanisms

Active packet probe is an active data collection mechanism for packet capturing. It injects test traffic into normal network traffic for network quality measurement. Then, the quality of networking can be judged and evaluated according to the response of the network. It is a kind of convenient and controllable approach. “Trace out” and “Ping” commands are two non-cooperative methods frequently used. However, the most prevalent active mechanism is to use some network management protocols as reviewed below.

#### 4.1.1.1. SNMP based collection mechanisms

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) based methodology is a typical active packet-based data collection mechanism. Besides, it is one of the most influential protocols in the Internet management. As shown in Fig. 2, a regular SNMP architecture usually consists of a number of management agents, Management Information Bases (MIBs), a management station and a database. When a user is desired to acquire the data in a specific management agent, the management station transports User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets to an inherent port. Typically, port 161 is used in the SNMP protocol. When a SNMP data stream flows in, the management agent executes the processes of decoding, verification and querying the managed variable in MIB trees. Accordingly, the agent responds the request from the user. Therefore, the management station can get the requested data after acquiring the responding information (Goncalves et al., 2009).

Yu et al. implemented a mechanism to detect traffic flooding attacks by collecting SNMP MIB Information (Yu et al., 2008). The MIB data collector acquires the data with active SNMP messages. In this way, a collector can easily identify attacks from normal traffic by using their implied features. In this mechanism, the collector does not collect data all the time. Only when a user asks for reply, the system needs to respond it. It greatly reduces the overload of collectors. According to experimental results, its accuracy of detection rate can reach 99.40%. Thus, it fulfills EF. And the time to detect attacks is very short, thus satisfying IN. But this approach is unwieldy due to heavy dependence on MIB items, which are previously added and hard to be adaptively

### Table 3

**Performance of flow-based data collection mechanisms.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Work</th>
<th>System Performance</th>
<th>Information Security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IN</td>
<td>EF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five-tuples Mechanisms</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingress and Egress Filtering Mechanisms</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPI Mechanisms</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenFlow Mechanisms</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


v: corresponding mechanism supports this property.

x: corresponding mechanism does not support this property.

*: corresponding mechanism does not mention or consider this property or its support is not sure.
used in different scenarios. If an attack is unknown for databases, it will be hard to be detected. Besides, the mechanism may impact network performance since it increases the overhead of network.

With the development of cloud computing and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV), extra functions are required to support virtual machines. In (Hillbrecht and Bona, 2012), Ricardo et al. proposed a SNMP-based virtual machine management interface. It provides a solution for network managers to perform both monitoring and controlling, such as create, delete, restart, turn on, pause and shut down virtual machines. It helps operators to collect data in virtual environments. The same as Yu’s mechanism, this mechanism also has good IN and poor NP due to the characters of SNMP. The authors conducted a set of experiments to evaluate the performance. The result shows that this mechanism takes low RO in terms of memory and CPU.

4.1.1.2. WBEM-based collection mechanisms. As a novel standard of network management system, Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) implements a cross-platform and resource-independent architecture to collect data for network performance and QoS evaluation. As show in Table 1, this protocol generally comprises of several components: Common Information Model (CIM), a CIM database named CIM Object Manager (CIMOM), eXtensible Markup Language (XML) API, Managed Object Format (MOF) and a standard module to stratify and manage functional domains. A CIM mechanism adopts an object-oriented technology to operate variables and manage sources flexibly. In order to realize the capability of communications between distributed and heterogeneous network devices, a standardized schema is applied. A WBEM client, a device that can also be considered as an individual manager, can conveniently get the operability to remote devices if permitted by headquarters. The

Table 4
Performance of log-based data collection mechanisms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Work</th>
<th>System Performance</th>
<th>Information Security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IN</td>
<td>EF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LS</td>
<td>HS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern Matching Mechanisms (Yan et al., 2012)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Learning Mechanisms (Qiu et al., 2010)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gombling Mechanisms (Oblo et al., 2016; Amelin et al., 2016)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA Mechanisms (Shi et al., 2010)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDN Logs Mechanisms (Biuni et al., 2016)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*: corresponding mechanism supports this property.
✓: corresponding mechanism does not support this property.

Fig. 2. A general SNMP model.
manager generates corresponding MOFs for the association between classes according to wanted data. Then the manager needs to search dynamic providers for classes that require dynamic data updating. If providers are found, the manager imports MOF into CIMOM and implants static data required by class instances. Finally, the operator visits managed data by an API of CIMOM (Goncalves et al., 2009; Michaud and Lepage, 2005).

Sundaram et al. (2006) proposed a WBEM-based network management system for inter-AS (Autonomous System) traffic collection. When two ASs are communicating, there are two agent nodes, which also perform as normal clients, distributed in each AS respectively for centralized transmission. Thus, two distant clients can exchange data across several ASs. In this process, each AS is controlled by a manager. It is convenient to collect data from the managers and the destination clients accordingly. Because WBEM stores information in some open source websites, IL, CO and AV are easily satisfied. While the online platform does not care about the source of the information, TR and AV are hardly satisfied in this mechanism. According to the results of experimental evaluation, the number of instances enumerated seldom influences running time, which implies great SC and AD of the system. This mechanism also spends little time in connection establishment and indication notification, so IN can be easily guaranteed.

The WBEM method is not only applied to manage large heterogeneous networks, but also suited for miniature embedded networks. Hutter et al. (2009) proposed an embedded WBEM-based data collection and management system. The on-chip prototype platform requires low resource occupation due to limited resources of clients. The same as Sundaram’s solution, this mechanism satisfies in IL, CO and AV, while it does not perform well in terms of TR and AU due to the characters of WBEM. According to the result of the performance evaluation, the mechanism performs great regard to IN, AD and requires low memory, because the mechanism performs even better than Personal Computer (PC) in CIM operations, which requires only 900 kB of non-volatile memory. However, it is likely to perform badly in terms of RO because its inefficient network driver may be completely blocked by requests.

Obviously, active probe mechanisms are convenient and effective to acquire network data and statistical information. It is also a cheap and available data collection mechanism that can be widely used in small scale networks. However, with rapid increase of the number of network devices and the high demand of network speed, the active data collection mechanism becomes improper. A lot of extra traffic is produced by the monitors to acquire responses. It is not necessary and intolerable to cause excessive traffic. Thus, this approach is seldom used in high-speed networks. How to reduce or remove network influence caused by active data collection mechanisms becomes an urgent issue to solve.

4.1.2. Passive packet collection mechanisms

Generally, packet-based mechanisms use sniffers to implement network data collection through centralized management. The most famous packet capture tools WireShark and TCPdump are both packet sniffers. Normally, a packet can be only received by a Network Interface Card (NIC) when the destination Media Access Control (MAC) address of the packet matches the host of NIC. However, when an NIC works in a promiscuous mode, the host receives all packets, even when they are not intended to be sent to it. These kinds of data collection mechanisms are effective and convenient in some situations, especially for individual hosts.

In (Qadeer et al., 2010), Qadeer et al. proposed a network traffic monitoring and analyzing approach using a packet sniffer in host NIC, which is a passive monitoring approach to capture packets. Through Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) spoofing or MAC flooding, the sniffer breaks through LAN restrictions and has the capability to capture packets in the Internet. This approach is very convenient to be deployed in an individual host. Thus, it is not an expensive method. In a small-scale network, it can perform well although immersed probe is harmful for NP. Besides, due to periodical data collection in a large-scale network, RO and IN become obvious challenges in this approach. As a result, II and AV of collected data cannot be guaranteed.

Papadogiannakis et al. proposed an improved mechanism by utilizing locality buffering (Papadogiannakis et al., 2007). This mechanism distinguishes packet gathering phase and packet delivery phase. In a packet buffer, packets are sorted, divided and transmitted based on detected destination ports in an alternate way. As a result, this method mitigates the network influence of sniffer and decreases packet loss. Accordingly, it performs well in terms of EF. But it overly depends on ports that are convenient to be changed. So, SC cannot be guaranteed. Besides, the test experiment shows when traffic speed reaches 100 Mbps/s, the mechanism still has a good performance.

A sniffer is commonly regarded as a convenient and efficient tool to detect traffic and capture packets. Nevertheless, when the internet users allows network management equipment to mirror their traffic without proper detection methods of sniffer, infiltrators need to perform the same way as a network management administrator so that illegal infiltrators can acquire private information such as user name, password and even more. It is an obvious threat for users. Thus, it is essential to classify intruders and network administrators when both of them extract packets from users.

The aforementioned methods cannot absolutely overcome the problems of NP. An excellent component named cable splitter achieves non-destructive impact on divert traffic in networks. It solves prior problems in terms of NP.

In (Jicara et al., 2008), a cooperative PC/Network-Processor architecture was advocated by using an optical splitter. It describes a mechanism where the two flows in a Gigabit Ethernet optical fiber are both divided into two optical signals: the first signal is scattered to an output fiber while the second passes through the optical splitter. Thus, there is another output signal that copies from original traffic but actually never affects the original one. As shown in Fig. 3, the architecture consists of a network processor, two gigabit Ethernet switches (one for output and the other for input) and a Personal Computer (PC) cluster. The network processor is the core module of the architecture that directly links with the optical splitter. When the optical splitter copies network traffic, the related network processor records the arrival time of each packet, classifies these packets and filters unwanted traffic. Then, it strips the packet’s header to get only necessary information and combines several packets into a batch frame. The batch frame will be sent to the PC cluster. The PC Cluster is a group of distributed packet tools for further analyzing traffic data. This paper proposed a scheme to collect data without influencing normal traffic. Through the control of the network processor, this approach gets accurate packet timestamp, simplifies packet header and filters useless packets, which helps PC easily deal with the packets. Comparing with other approaches, this approach shows a great improvement with regard to packet loss rate. Thus, EF and IN can be satisfied. And the network processor can verify II and AV of received packets. However, because of the huge volume of traffic intended for the network processor, its performance becomes a challenging problem. In many cases, it could be too expensive to provide such a network processor.

Although normal mechanisms have many advantages in terms of conciseness, they cannot perfectly meet the requirements of the current complex network environment. Thus, some improved and alternative schemes are considered to improve traditional methods. Sampling mechanisms, distributed mechanisms and Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) mechanisms are three kinds of mechanisms that the investigators and network operators usually apply into network practice. We review these mechanisms as below.

4.1.2.1. Sampling mechanisms. To mitigate the large collection volume of traffic and speed up the acquisition rate in gigabit networks, sampling mechanisms were proposed by some researchers. The
sampling mechanism is a flexible and widely used mechanism in current data collection circumstances. This mechanism commonly utilizes some mathematical statistics theories and rules of traffic forecast to implement the function of filtration. Then, some policies can be applied to the process of real-time data collection. As a result, the mechanism can substantially cut the volume of collected data.

Traditional sampling methods such as simple sampling (Zhang et al., 2009; Kamiyama and Mori, 2006) have been widely used in packet-based data collection. Zhang et al. (2009) proposed a simple random sampling mechanism. It enhances the performance in terms of IN and RO. This mechanism samples data flows in an absolute random way. Obviously, the performance of this mechanism is very accidental. It must tolerate the risk that sampled data can be too anamorphic to reflect reality of original data.

Some improved approaches were investigated. A stratified sampling mechanism (Zhao et al., 2007) proposed by Zhao et al. provides a refined and reasonable packet sampling process. According to calculated data size, the mechanism decides strata and then samples packets successively. Through corresponding data testing, a lot of attacks can be successfully detected even in high speed backbone networks. So, this mechanism can ensure IN. Besides, the mechanism has less false alarm rate than traditional mechanisms and the ways without sampling. Thus, the mechanism is effective (EF), too. However, like other sampling mechanisms, the mechanism mainly cares about efficiency, but pays little attention to other properties, such as II, CO, and AV, etc.

In (Ji et al., 2009), a two-dimensional data collection approach divides data collection process into target data collection and detail data collection. According to the frequency characteristic of a flow, the collector adjusts its collection frequency adaptively. Detailed recourse occupation and network context are considered to decide the final sampling frequency. The same as other sampling mechanisms, this mechanism preforms well in terms of IN and RO. Meanwhile, AD is considered in this mechanism, sampling becomes more intelligent and regular rather than accidental. Accordingly, EF is improved.

Although the information collected is not complete, the sampling mechanism provides a thrifty and available method in high-speed networks. But at the same time, the approach must bear the risk of high error probability, which is considered as the most serious weakness of this type of mechanisms.

4.1.2.2. Distributed mechanisms. Centralized packet capturing mechanisms are effective for low-speed networks. However, with the rapid development of the Internet, gigabit level traffic becomes very common. Accordingly, packet capture capabilities could be easily limited by the storage and CPU speed of capturing nodes. And what's worse, packet delay and rate of packet loss could be increased due to resource limitation. Meanwhile, packet capturing mechanisms often execute their operations via threads, applications, and even different devices. As a result, accuracy and synchronization become challenges in gigabit traffic networks. These problems seriously hinder the performance of packet capturing.

Considering the above concrete problems and the limitation of the traditional network data collection mechanisms, some distributed packet capturing mechanisms become popular. The main idea of this type of mechanism is capturing packets distributedly and concurrently in different nodes. As a result, it can hardly exhaust the CPU capacity of the network. In general, a distributed packet capture system consists of capture modules, packet analysis modules, coordinator modules and some accessory modules.

Morariu et al. (Morariu and Stiller, 2008) depicted a distributed and typical architecture named DiCAP for network data collection, shown in Fig. 4. In the figure, the mirroring device is the core component of the packet capturing architecture. In this architecture, network traffic is mirrored in gigabit Ethernet and sent to each distributed capture node. By parallelizing the capture nodes, network traffic is scattered to different capture nodes so that the capturing work load of each single node is decreased. In distributed nodes, a libpcap based packet analyzer is regularly deployed for local analysis in each capture node. When distributed capturers acquire packet data, these analyzers receive data from capturers in order to filter unwanted traffic. Besides, some central analyzers may be arranged for further and precise analysis. A node coordinator is another essential component in this architecture. Control rules are set by node coordinators for controlling the capture processes in capture node clusters. This control can be either distributed for controlling multiple clusters or central for common controlling. According to a set of performance tests, DiCAP architecture performs much better than normal libpcap based mechanisms, especially in a high-speed networking environment. Distributed capture nodes can be easily added into or deleted from the capture system, so SC is well satisfied. However, due to incomplete round-robin selection approaches, capture nodes cannot be led to a perfect load balance. This decreases EF and should be further improved.
The distributed mechanism is nearly an ideal mechanism for large scale data collection. It provides a fast, effective and cheap solution for big volumes of network data collection. However, there still exist some grave problems. For example, while a distributed system collects data in a sharply high speed, a tiny time error will mislead the collection process. Therefore, an accurate and robust time synchronization component is needed for the distributed mechanism, which may be not easy to realize in practice. Besides, central coordinators and managers are required to have strong abilities to manage distributed nodes and identify malicious traffic while remote nodes are prone to be compromised. These issues are worth further investigating.

4.1.2.3. Deep Packet Inspection mechanisms. Most of the packet-based data collection mechanisms are independent from packet contents. By only concentrating on the packet formats, a collector decides the packets that should be maintained. Unlike these approaches, Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) technology is a content-aware technology to identify traffic in network application layer (Sekar et al., 2010). This technology can be deployed as an application-level gateway identification mechanism applicable in the situations that control flow and traffic flow are divided. In this situation, it is insignificant to analyze traffic flow; instead, control flow analysis is necessary to be conducted. In a traditional approach, monitor devices usually collect and detect traffic with ports. Many applications frequently change their ports in an automatic or manual way, hence, using the port information is not effective for collecting expected data.

The DPI mechanism has fine-grained partition for data collection and flow measurement. Generally, DPI architecture can be divided into preliminary pattern matching and feature inspection (Li et al., 2016). The former distinguishes different patterns with predefined rules. The most common technologies are Regular Expressions (REGs) and Context-Free Grammars (CFGs). And the available patterns are usually protocol types. The features of protocols are various. They can be port numbers, character words and gateways in the application layer. As we have discussed above, port detection may be useless because application ports are frequently changed. Character words filtration provides a credible alternative policy when port detection mechanism is disabled. By this way, many modern network business and management applications can be deployed such as network billing, advertisement injection and application type identification. However, when the packet payload is cryptographically encrypted or protected, this approach cannot work.

In (Xu et al., 2016), Xu et al. made a survey on REGs of DPI technology. They listed corresponding requirements that should be satisfied by DPI mechanisms. It’s necessary for REGs to exhaust data formats, otherwise some payload contents will be omitted to be recognized. However, hardware resource limitation, ever-increasing link speed and pattern scale are still challenging issues that should be solved.

Meiners et al. (2012) pointed out that REG and CFG mechanisms cannot effectively suit for the contents of different text constructs. Similar to REG approaches, CFG mechanisms are complex because of the limited capability of expression and the ambiguity of some words. In addition, these two mechanisms are both based on manual operations. This implies low reusability and easy inclination to errors due to the increasing diversity and complexity of payloads. Accordingly, they designed a counting automata architecture named FlowSifter to realize layer 7 field data extraction and collection. Their extraction grammar is generated by a grammar optimizer, which integrates information of protocol library and user-friendly extraction specification. This layer 7 field data collection mechanism overcomes the communal dilemma of tedious and inefficient manual processing and achieves the purpose to collect data automatically and adaptively, even the prior knowledge is not sufficient. The experimental tests took three factors: speed, memory and extractor definition complexity into consideration. According to the testing result, this mechanism has good performances in terms all of three factors. Thus, IN and EF can be supported. However, the proposed mechanism still cannot conquer the common problem of DPI, i.e., cryptographical protected traffic is still unreadable.

4.2. Flow-based data collection

Flow is defined as a set of packets having the same features and passing an observation point in the network during a certain time interval. Generally, the five-tuple features, including source and destination IP addresses, source and destination ports, and protocol types, are the most commonly used features of packets. The flow-based data collection mechanism, an alternative of packet-based mechanism, screens the flow so that evades the analysis of all packets. The specific flow can be filtered by a group of features. For example, when we need to collect related data to defend DoS attacks, the flows are filtered. Finally, the remaining flows are used in further analysis.

4.2.1. Five-tuple collection mechanisms

The five-tuple data collection mechanism is the most common method used in flow detection. Two packets can be identified with aforementioned tuples in the same flow. Holonomic NetFlow architecture, the most notable five-tuple flow protocol, includes three main components: flow exporter, flow collector and flow analyzer.
Embedded flow engines are deployed in routers and switches as exporters. Then, collected data are sent to collectors, i.e., some database servers. In this way, an inexpensive and efficient prototype can be developed in a high-speed networking environment. However, many other criteria, such as EF and AD, were not discussed in this mechanism. Sekar et al. (2008) presented an improved scheme by calculating the features and the correlation between them. This scheme inherits the characteristics of IN and NP, and optimizes the EF of previous work. It has a great improvement on reducing the sharpness of flow so that the system can hardly be blocked. Thus, the worst-case processing overhead can be reduced and IN can be guaranteed. By comparing with existing packet sampling schemes through simulation tests, Sekar’s mechanism performs much better in terms of bandwidth per connection, flow coverage and redundant flow reporting. Thus, NP can be satisfied. Babcock and Schönwälder (2017) optimized IN and RO for the five-tuple collection mechanism. Comparing to prior mechanisms in data collection, this mechanism costs less time in each stage. But the above two mechanisms did not take information security into consideration.

It is generally believed that five tuples of a packet contain the main information of network links. Existing mechanisms usually have good efficiency and low resource occupation. In a large-scale data collection system, the performance of this kind of mechanisms is generally much better than the packet-based mechanisms. Thus, this kind of mechanisms is usually chosen for realistic data collection. However, this type of mechanisms only concentrates on specific tuples whatever the environment is, which is not so excellent in terms of adaptability.

4.2.2. Ingress and egress filtering based collection mechanisms

Flow collection is not only executed at network core elements, but also performed at network edge nodes, such as some network interfaces like firewalls and IDDs. Unlike core devices, these nodes are often deployed for specific terminals or LANs. Some features are not so meaningful due to their inherent relevance, such as a public IP address of hosts in the same LAN. Thus, five-tuple detection is not so valid since the information it contains is not adequate enough. Accordingly, some flow collection functions rely on ingress and egress filtering (Early and Brodley, 2008; Kim and Reddy, 2008). SNORT (Roesch, 1999), a light weight intrusion detection technique, is a simple prototype of flow collection implemented in this way.

A packet header that carries a packet’s underlying information is needed in the stage of preprocessing. Packet Header Anomaly Detector (PHAD) (Garg and Maheshwari, 2016), a mechanism that can minimize the volume of preprocessing data, is essential to be deployed in order to mitigate threats of TCP/IP stack, Intrusion Detection System (IDS) evasion techniques, imperfect attack code, and anomalous traffic from victim machines. The basic feature of packet header can identify 23 attributes of each packet (Davis and Clark, 2011). Only when an attribute of the packet header performs in a bad or incorrect way, the mechanism can identify it from normal traffic immediately. This approach provides real-time filtering comparing to postmortem analysis of traffic. Rigorous real-time and on-line analysis is needed to satisfy data collection and analysis process in a gigabit network. Therefore, IN can be satisfied. And its EF is better than that of five-tuple mechanisms.

Apart from packet header basic features, Davis and Clark (2011) also proposed Single Connection Derived (SCD) features and Multiple Connection Derived (MCD) features to detect abnormal traffic from victim machines. Commonly, these approaches use SCD and MCD features to execute postmortem analysis rather than real-time analysis because of the complexity of feature aggregation. Statistical features per connection of single flow are equally aggregated for effective identification and secure data collection. Early and Brodley presented a data collection and analysis approach based on SCD features (Early and Brodley, 2006). With the respect of transmission of TCP connections, mean packet inter-arrival time, mean packet length, etc. are calculated as statistical information. Thereafter, these features are transmitted to a data analyzer to be clustered and classified. Thus, malicious traffic can be detected and eliminated from normal data. This approach is used to detect single and marked anomalous data. But as for complex data, it seems hard to be marked. Thus, MCD features are needed. MCD features, also called group features (Hofste et al., 2014), are aggregated multiple flow features that are used to extract complex statistical flows. By utilizing foregone conclusions and domain knowledge, corresponding flows are classified into abnormal traffic. The mechanism based on SCD and MCD is more accurate to detect attacks. However, it must tolerate time delay that is caused by features aggregation.

The ingress and egress filtering based collection mechanism stretches the five-tuple mechanism. In the situation that researchers or network managers need additional features of the packets, the ingress and egress filtering mechanism is suitable to be applied. However, this mechanism is still a distortion method. How to extract appropriate features is worth further investigating.

4.2.3. Deep Flow Inspection (DFI) mechanisms

DFI technology is another type of flow monitoring approach. It identifies flow based on the behavior characteristics of flow (Liu et al., 2014). For example, packet length is an important and effective behavior feature of flow. In a VoIP connection, the packet length of a voice message is usually between 130 and 220 bytes and the active flow often stays for a long time. Thus, a DFI mechanism applies specific features compared to normal flow detection approaches. Afterwards, its latter process analyzes the content of data packages and compares them to attack features stored in a presumed library. As a result, corresponding hardware or software modules control access rules and discard unexpected packets.

Xia and Song (2009) proposed a mechanism to collect Peer-to-Peer (P2P) traffic data based on DFI. In a P2P network, peer nodes communicate with others by using dynamic ports to prevent their flows from being identified. And their payload contents are encrypted for privacy reasons. After the packets are captured, an aggregator calculates the statistics based on feature database and divides the packets. Then, feature database is revised due to subsequent packets. According to statistical flow behaviors, useless flows can be discarded and valuable data can be collected. In this way, the author identifies most P2P services with high EF, such as Skype, BitComet and MSN. The detection rate can reach 86%. The rest services that cannot be identified are instant communications, etc. This mechanism ensures II, CO and AV of information.

Information entropy is an important concept in these mechanisms to select characteristics. There are lots of algorithms based on this concept. Biologically Inspired Feature (BIF) (Senirol et al., 2008) is an intuitive algorithm to select features. It chooses the characteristics of minimum information entropy from all candidates. Some other characteristic selection algorithms are based on BIF. The Fast Correlation Based Filter (FCBF) (Guo, 2011) is one of them. It mainly uses Markov
blanket technology to calculate characteristic similarity, so as to rapidly aggregate valid characteristics and filter redundant characteristics. By testing diverse examples of different features, the mechanism has both good average recognition precision and low time-costs. This implies high EF and IN of this mechanism.

The DFI mechanism is very practical in the situations that original flow mechanisms cannot take effect. But this mechanism ignores the information contained by packet payloads and headers even when they are available, which may make it miss many valuable traffic features. Thus, it is a mechanism that supports restricted data collection.

4.2.4. OpenFlow based mechanisms

SDN is an emerging technology proposed to improve the complex structures of traditional networks. The architecture of SDN is comprised of data plane, control plane and application plane. After SDN operators develop a policy in the application plane, the controllers execute the policy in the control plane and SDN switches complete corresponding forwarding actions in the data plane. OpenFlow is the most notable southbound API to connect the data plane and the control plane. Every packet flow matches with flow tables to be dropped or classified into a specific class. Therefore, flow-based data collection mechanisms are easily accomplished in SDN networks. Besides, SDN network is prone to collect management and statistical data generated and aggregated from the control plane. Accordingly, there are abundant data collection mechanisms for collecting statistical data. Due to the convenience made by the application plane, application-aware data collection mechanisms are also applicable in the SDN networks.

Foster et al. (2011) proposed a data collection mechanism using a programming language for OpenFlow-based networks. It provides an interface that defines flow filtering rules for incoming traffic. According to the flow policy sent from flow tables, created policies can be executed in the data plane to react to network events. This mechanism provides flexibility on data collection configuration through programming, though it does not make up exact rules for data collection. In theory, because of the network-wide awareness of SDN, the mechanism can easily match TR and AV. The controller can detect the data flows through each network node. According to tests, this mechanism is more effective than NOX, an OpenFlow controller. It also satisfies SC because it can easily achieve the functions of spanning and can discover some types of DDoS.

An autonomic collection architecture was presented by Bari et al. (2013) for collecting both network statistics and real-time traffic. In this architecture, collecting policies are adjusted according to the feedback from autonomic analyzers. It overcomes the shortcomings of real-time collection in previous work. However, the payload of controller, which manages and controls the traffic in a centralized way, may become a bottleneck. Through simulation comparison, this mechanism suffers less packet loss and link failure, which implies its great performance regarding II and EF in data collection. Moreover, it has more throughput and available bandwidth usage, so its RO is optimized.

The SDN-based data collection mechanism needs specific SDN routers to implement. However, SDN network is of low network penetration in current environments, which may cause the unavailability of the mechanisms. Besides, the linear flow tables in controllers have inadequate capabilities to create complex and interleaving rules.

4.3. Log based data collection

The log-based data collection is a significant part of network security audit process (Turner et al., 2013). Hosts, mobile devices, routers, IDs, different types of Web servers, data centers, and every node of network system contain log files. Besides, log files can be partitioned into different types, while each type of them records diverse information for further analyzing and auditing. According to their functions and locations where they are generated, they can be divided into three categories: operating system logs, Web logs and equipment logs (Yan et al., 2012). Generally, logs provide the information of registration, environmental information, system changes, etc. Dynamic information like memory usage and static information such as user name are contained in the logs. When a service is turned on, its log file is therewith created in a corresponding directory. While a routine is running, the log records its date, exact time, operator, involved parties and actions. Obviously, a log file customarily contains abundant information worth analyzing.

LogParser (Yan et al., 2012) is a log screening tool to accomplish an ordinary log collection and analysis task of several log files. It depends on a manual rule set. However, it cannot suit for a large-scale and adaptive analyzing process because of the difficulty to log inspection manually in large-scale circumstances. Meanwhile, individual analysis of logs is perhaps restricted because of the high correlation of the file and the lack of effective information. Accordingly, it is necessary to investigate a comprehensive analysis scheme to integrate multiple log contents without manual operations.

There are two main approaches to collect and analyze data from log files. Rule matching is a simple and effective approach for some log structures. This mechanism parses log features based on expert knowledge and then find similar segments in log files. The other approach is machine learning for deep analyzing, which is not limited at the expression of log files. Bayesian methods, Support Vector Machine (SVM) methods customarily fall into this type of approaches.

Yan et al. (2012) held a viewpoint that single system log contents cannot be used for a comprehensive analysis in spite of almost all of shallow information of the system is covered. They presented a mechanism combining multiple log files to identify multiple candidate risk points from host logs. According to corresponding match rules, diverse features of malicious traffic are structured. In the sight of different types of attacks, their log files are generated into three categories: login log, log of uploading files, log generated by processing operations. For instance, an invader crashes the operation system by creating a false identity, administrators will check login logs that contain user ID, user name, invasion time, etc. Equally, they can narrow the scope to identity attacks when the part of abnormal logs is assured. This mechanism is effective in attack detection. However, this data collection methodology heavily relies on expert knowledge so that complete and precise rules must be formulated. Otherwise, it is prone to obtain false-negative results. To mitigate this dilemma, operators must frequently revise the rules, which seems unrealistic and inefficient for a data collection system.

In a network data collection process, router syslog messages are regarded as the most informative resources. Due to its extensive records, probing or collecting router syslog is considered as one of the most comprehensive mechanisms. However, the format of router syslog information is extremely optional with a simple structure (Qiu et al., 2010). Besides, raw router syslog messages are almost meaningless, which must be aggregated and processed in order to be utilized. There are some approaches by using rule matching and expert systems. However, they are over-reliant on domain knowledge. If experts cannot provide enough knowledge, high false-positive and low accuracy of log analysis result will happen. Moreover, the result could be deviated when experts give incorrect knowledge.

Qiu et al. (2010) presented a mechanism using machine learning with self-adaptation capacity. The mechanism consists of an offline domain knowledge learning process and an online syslog digest process. In the offline domain knowledge learning process, its actual state is frequently changed due to the train of historical syslog data and router configuration files. Then, the trained collector is deployed into networks to collect data and identify abnormal status. Meanwhile, the collector has the capability of self-correction with acquired data. Thus, it can obtain desired effectiveness finally. Though the mechanism is of high EF, it requires complex file formats, high capability and large RO of analyzers. These factors restrict the scope of the mechanism's
application because some of log collection devices do not have the capability to process complex file formats.

With the development of the Internet and increasing demand of cloud computing, web-based applications have become extremely prevalent nowadays. Hence, web log is regarded as another essential data source for network analysis. There are different kinds of logs, such as server logs, error logs and application logs. Similar to the logs of network devices and hosts, web log formats are not uniform. Besides, the formats are usually modified and updated due to regular maintenance and periodic updates of applications. It seems really complicated for log analysis.

Asselin et al. (2016) proposed an anomaly detection model for web applications. By applying this model, trivial reports are filtered so that web server logs are reduced. Mo et al. (2016) proposed an approach by combining pattern matching and machine learning. Standardized log files are firstly sent to machine learning components and malicious attacks can be identified. Then, the decision results are used for further analysis at pattern matching components. In this approach, it mitigates the deviation caused by systematic error of machine learning mechanisms. For example, a Bayesian decision method assumes that all features are independent, which is hard to be satisfied customarily. Thus, the approach can achieve better performance than the scheme that only uses pattern matching or machine learning. However, it inherits their weakness at the same time. The approach must unify the formats and update the matching rules in order to keep an excellent performance.

Shi et al. (2012) used a concept called Intelligent Agent (IA). It is an agent entity having self-perception, analysis, and response capabilities. IA can replace users to realize complex work such as corresponding information filtering, querying, management and resource integration. Through utilizing IA entities, the authors implemented log collection agents on diverse devices such as applications, network devices and secure devices. Thereafter, the log collection and analysis system implements centralized storage and control. Thus, it’s necessary to unify their log formats coming from different kinds of agents. By this way, available log information can easily be collected by the agents independently. Thus, the approach can get higher EF than normal log mechanisms without impacting network performance. However, how to design an efficient and feasible IA entity is an a priori. An IA entity often has diverse but untargeted characteristics, some of which are not obtained and meaningless for the system. Due to this, it’s worth studying the resource consumption and the cost of IA entities in order to make such a mechanism practical.

Unlike packets, SDN logs cannot record overall information of networks. But these logs, such as newly defined information, can be used for network security measurement and traffic monitoring. Actually, a controller-based mechanism is the main approach of data collection in SDN networks, where SDN flow table becomes an alternative of the traditional flow.

The SDN logs record such main functions as flow table modification, network component connection status and topology characteristics (Siniarski et al., 2016; Henni et al., 2016). Log based data collection is also available for SDN architectures. Siniarski et al. (2016) proposed an architecture to monitor SDN in real-time by using non-invasive cloud-based logging platforms. There are many log collection agents distributed in different terminals and network devices. The agents automatically collect logs from controllers, switches and Virtual Machines (VMS). Then, the collected data are parsed into logical fields. Next, processed logs are forwarded to a remote log manager for centralized filtering and analysis. Finally, corresponding feedback such as potentially critical events probably affecting network performance, potential attacks and malicious behaviors, network health status are reported. Comparing to the logs in routine networks, SDN logs have relatively fine formats, especially in control plane due to the usage of simple and fine-organized protocols and flow formats. By using non-invasive mechanisms to collect log records, network load and performance are not affected. And union features extracted by multiple nodes in a remote analyzing platform can provide high accuracy to identify attacks and malicious traffic. However, due to rough filtering and lack of concerns of adaption, this kind of data collection mechanisms perhaps induces a large volume data in the process of transmission and storage. This could cause a bottleneck that limits availability and executive efficiency of the mechanism.

5. Open issues and future research directions

5.1. Open issues

Based on our survey, we identify some issues that still remain open for the purpose of direct future research in the area of network data collection.

First, effective and accurate data collection is missed for reducing the size of data collection. With the coming of big data era, large amount of data becomes the first thing to consider. In most of existing mechanisms, the network data flow is all collected by collectors. But, not all of them are needed for corresponding data process or analysis. Obviously, it’s too heavy and no need to collect and manage useless data due to resource consumption and memory occupation at collectors, especially for Internet of things (IoT) (e.g. wireless sensors) with constrained capabilities. Some schemes we researched considered traffic forecasting and data sampling. But the literature still lacks a sampling scheme with high effectiveness and accuracy, as well as adaptability. Thus, the issues of data amount are still open for future researchers.

Second, the approaches to deal with encrypted data for ensuring data privacy is still an open issue. Due to the awareness of user privacy and the improvement of network systems, individual privacy has gotten more and more concerns. Nowadays, encrypted data become a maintain format to transmit and store. However, in most of current collection mechanism, it is usually given an assumption that collected data is plaintext so that operators can easily deal with it, though the assumption is not suitable nowadays. How to collect the encrypted data and support later data analysis and process while at the same time preserve data privacy become a practical challenge.

Third, proper access control is not well studied in the process of data collection, which is requested due to privacy leakage caused by collectors. The privacy protection of network data collection is an important and significant issue that should be considered (Zhang et al., 2017). However, cooperation among multiple operators for data collection in a heterogenous network increases the risk of privacy leakage. Some information providers are pleasant to offer information to reliable collectors. However, they dislike their privacy leaked to public. Thus, essential access control should be studied in an inter-domain scenario with regard to network data collection.

Fourth, existing work lacks study on data authenticity verification. It is required to ensure that the collected data really reflect a networking environment. Data collectors can be deployed in remote unsupervised places, where various attackers such as session hijack and internal node compromise can easily change network routes or data traffic. Some meaningless or malicious data could be forged and be transmitted to collectors or servers. Accordingly, when the data are collected, it requires that the core components of data collection systems have the capability to authenticate the source of data for the purpose of identify compromised collectors.

Last but not the least, the security of data collection architecture has not been comprehensive investigated in prior arts. In reality, the performance of a data collection mechanism is heavily dependent on system security. The data collected by a comprised system is invalid for network security measurement and further analysis. Some researches have put forward varied attacks. However, not all of them are well solved. For example, in packet sniffer-based approaches in hosts, there is still no valid solutions to identify eligible managers from malicious intruders. Besides, a synthetic and comprehensive solution that can
satisfy all evaluation criteria is still not available yet.

5.2. Future research directions

Based on the above specified open issues, we propose a number of future research directions that we think, are worth special efforts.

First, distributed data collection mechanisms are worth researching for feature investigators. The new mechanisms should have good performance in data collection in a large scale heterogeneous network. Although there are many architectures proposed by researchers, only some small prototypes and small-scale enterprise architectures are deployed in a real network environment. The security management and large-scale control across different networking domains are still open challenges for current network operators.

Second, the architecture based on SDN seems to be a good choice for comprehensive and optimized network data collection. SDN architecture has the awareness of complete network topology and can control a network system in a centralized way. Besides, the research of SDN is becoming mature, which can provide great convenience for prototyping and testing the performance of data collection and data analytics for various network management and security purposes. However, the compatibility between SDN and original networks is waiting to be solved.

Third, adaptive and extensible data collection is a significant research topic that should be investigated. Prior arts of data collection mostly collect all the data that pass through collecting nodes. However, this kind of mechanisms are forcible and ineffective. A flexible and intelligent mechanism should be proposed. It can intelligently collect data according to current needs, past experiences, data features, maybe based on traffic forecasting or smart and adaptive data sampling. Meanwhile, due to the heterogeneity of networks, adaptability and scalability become two important properties that should be supported by the next generation data collection mechanisms.

6. Conclusions

Data collection is the foundation of many network management services, such as intrusion detection, network situational awareness, and even network security measurement. The studies on it is particularly significant for solving existing security evaluation problems, facing the era of big data in cyber space. In this paper, we performed a thorough survey on the existing mechanisms of network data collection.

We introduced the background of this study, proposed a number of criteria for evaluating the performance of network data collection, and reviewed existing work based on data carriers, i.e., packet-based data collection, flow-based data collection and log-based data collection. For each of reviewed data collection mechanism, we described its approach and commented its performance according to the proposed evaluation criteria. Finally, we indicate open issues and forecast future research directions, targeting at large scale heterogeneous networks.
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